LUCIFUGE
Irena Chrul’s art gives us an extraordinary insight into the human experience. Her
series, entitled LUCIFUGE (Flights of Light) consists of 26 oil-on-linen portraits,
each 50 cm. by 60 cm. Chrul renders magically lit faces in the silence of a still
life. With bust-like three-dimensionality and in photo-realist style, each represents
a recognizable European character genre. But here, the link to our objective
world ends and the artistic universe begins. Chrul imprisons each in its own
surreality. Each co-exists, with inner strength that resists being broken and a
resigned stasis, with troubling, alien, at times disfiguring shapes and colors. In
order to engage with them, we enter into her artistic universe.
One is immediately struck by Chrul’s secure use of line to shape the contour of a
face, delineating its features and bringing out its beauty. Her mastery testifies to
fine graphic craftsmanship. Her taste refined and urbane, with cool, smooth
marble-like portraits placed in pictorial space where shadings of browns and
grays predominate. These may show clear planar divisions delineated by
horizontal bands of color or, in two paintings, strict vertical division of the picture
plane that impose schisms on the personages. Taken by themselves, these
backgrounds convey emotional states ranging from peaceful stasis to uproar or
conflict as, for example, the red in the background that repeats the red hair of a
man in profile. As if answering a wispy inspiration, Chrul gives some characters
auras, thinly applied and irregular in shape, that seem to lift them from their
environments.
Clearly, Chrul understands color as something more than mere attribute as she
uses it in flashes and shades, in small pools, in bands, in fragments and jewellike shards. Browns, orange tints, pinks and yellows, and especially blues and
whites shine. Chrul gives color an artistic importance equivalent to that of
material. In its variety of shapes and densities, color interacts with
physiognomies: golden locks of hair transfiguring into weights, hair morphing into
a red cap or into a white bandage to highlight or intrude upon each personage’s
integrity, or a white paste affixed to a face that sends us a detached glance.
Chrul endows color with an independence that introduces an artistic tension to
the realistic subject, as seen in her rendering of textiles. Her brush becomes
passionate as she fills the cloth’s ridges and valleys with shades recalling
baroque theatrics and contrasting to the cool smoothness of her images. Her
restrained spontaneity is never beyond firm control of her overall artistic vision.
For Chrul, color goes hand-in-hand with her use of light. Together, light and color
bring highlights to an ear, or appear as an irregular splash of cool white that
clings to a face or mars an eye, or lend an intense warm glow to a chin. It is
precisely these touches that quicken her characters. One sees light from
mysterious sources reflecting in faces and modeling them in threedimensionality. She uses classical “chiaroscuro”, dramatic interplay of dark and

light, to create the experience of light militating against ever threatening
darkness.
Each faces lives in isolation. Alone in a world of mysterious abstraction, each
seems to persist bravely, finding its own self-sufficiency and speaking humanity’s
inner language of tenderness, beauty, softness, strength, will, resistance, triumph
and death. With golden light on chin and shining hair, with lovely blues, Chrul’s
images of young women remind us of 17th century “Golden Age” Netherlandish
painting, where a woman at home in her space conveys a sense of quiet inner
peace. There is a sense of submission to the power of light and color.
Yet, Chrul’s faces tell no stories. Indeed, they disguise themselves so as to
resist easy association with our experience, and engage us on an intuitive level.
We see, for example, in a portrait of a hooded, frocked figure, the play between
evanescence and solidity paralleling a play between disguise and revelation. The
figure is given a torso and seems to enjoy light playing of it. Our eye is attracted
to meticulously rendered hands, then to a buoyant, vaporous entity arising from
out of them, dominating and intriguing, The figure seems to smile at us as we
search for meaning – quickly, before it dissipates.
A male bust is fallen and presented diagonally in the pictorial space, truncated at
the neck. With pallid face, eyes closed, one arm visible supporting the head, a
red vitality clothing a sleeve challenges sopor and death. The image is a study in
ambiguity.
We enter worlds of nostalgic reverie and ghostly beings. The impeccable marble
bust of a beautiful red-haired woman presents, in the image that follows, the
image of beauty dissolving, sadness and farewell following, as time passes. A
young lady peers curiously at us with widened eyes from within her heavy, bright
blue frock with its stiff, high collar proclaiming importance. Her head rests upon
an outsized blue-gloved hand that seems about to burst into our world. In
pictorial counterpoint to the frothy white head kerchief, the glove veils a hand in
tension with gnarled knuckles, creating intriguing and a disturbing discordance to
her frail beauty.
In the series of six angelic girls, a mood of anguish is palpable. Impeccably
rendered in ghost-like whites, they endure encroaching corruption through the
darkness. There is both a light and a dark side to female adolescence. Set
against abstract backgrounds of light browns, dark tints and black shadows –
some divided horizontally into two by a blue band - ash colored faces remind one
of death. Others do have a glow of life through splashes of red on forehead and
cheek, and lovely blue in their background, yet a dark field eclipses their faces.
White collars, emblems of innocence, dissolve into drops of paint. We encounter
the mystery of aging in a young face as adolescent beauty morphs toward decay.
In her world, fields of grays and browns push against each other and small red
and violet color fields alert the viewer to the character’s dramatic uproar. But the

images also speak to us of hope. Each betrays curiosity and playful imagination.
Tiny, fragile entities soar like butterflies in front of a mouth and on a forehead tell
us of words and thoughts being formed. One girl has wings, but so very fragile.
One thinks of Gustav Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder. Here again, as throughout the
whole series, Chrul uses her mastery of “chiaroscuro” to show us the fragility of
youth.
With each portrait Chrul conjures an intriguing representative type from European
cultural history; the young man in profile with glasses, features and hair
besmirched perhaps with a dark past, courageously and coldly faces his world;
the quintessential soft ,young romantic of the early 19th century, possibly an
artist, closes his eyes, as if struggling to hear his inner voice and complete his
opus before perishing from consumption; the properly dressed bourgeois peers
straight at us through a besmirched monocle ...
Chrul’s artistic courage and accomplishment culminate in the final series where
beautiful female busts, with eyes closed and heads bowed in quiet concentration,
share isolation. Strange objects invade their realms and mar their beautiful faces
- a horn grows on the head, twigs criss-cross a face, a film of crushed cellophane
bedecks another beautiful face to give it the pallor of a death-mask – all without
reason and logic. Yet these disruptions seem somehow resolved through artistic
balance. Disruption and harmony must forever play their part in this ongoing,
timeless drama.
The series ends with two larger, 120 cm. x 140 cm. paintings. Each shows a
comfortable, elegant lounge-chair. With the power of brush, objects and flowers
in pleasant, seemingly random arrangement are set aglow in Chrul’s hallmark
color and light. Her artistic acumen delights as she returns us once again to our
world, albeit via her impulse for ambiguity and mystery.
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